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IMPACTOSOL Anti-Fatigue Insoles
 Model  IMFLAT

› Full flat insoles are ideal for dress shoes, 
sport shoes and low-cut footwear

› Open cell construction does not bottom out 

› Visco elastic gel underlay provides full foot 
cushioning and absorb impact

› Poron® foam top layer inherently anti-
bacterial

› Dissipates and absorbs shock and impact

› Helps decrease fatigue and cumulative 
trauma to the joints

› Provides constant cushioning and even 
distribution of weight to protect pressure 
points

› Resists mold and mildew

› Made in USA 

› Other Insole Styles:
 ASMOLD - Molded with heel and arch 

support
  ERINWRK - Molded with heel and arch gel 

insert

 Sold per pair     30 per Case

PART No. USA Men USA Women UK EUROPE

IMFLATA 2 - 4 4 - 6 1 - 3 33 - 36

IMFLATB 5 - 7 7 - 9 4 - 6 37 - 40

IMFLATC 8 - 10 10 - 12 7 - 9 41 - 44

IMFLATD 11 - 13 12 - 13 11-12 45 - 48

IMFLATE 14 - 16 13-15 49-50

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS If your shoe size does not correspond 
exactly to the size range indicated, you may trim the front part of the 
insole with a pair of scissors. DO NOT TRIM THE HEEL AREA. Before 
inserting ASMOLD insole remove any existing insoles from the shoe. 
For ASFLAT, existing insoles can be left in the shoe as long as fit is 
comfortable.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS Hand wash or wipe the surface with rubbing 
alcohol or warm soapy water. Hang to Dry.

IMPORTANT It is recommended that once inserted the insoles 
remain in the shoes. Continual removal of insoles from one pair of 
shoes to another may cause deterioration.


